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Studies investigating the facial characteristics that influence dominance perceptions have typically
investigated the effects of either shape information➊➋ or surface information➌➍. Consequently, the
relative contribution of shape and surface information to dominance perceptions is unclear. To
address this issue, we investigated the relationships between dominance ratings of original versions
of male and female faces and versions with either standardized surface information (i.e., shape-only
versions) or standardized shape information (i.e., surface-only versions).
Measuring Dominance Perceptions
137 women and 56 men rated the dominance
of either original, shape-only, or surface-only
versions of 50 male or 50 female colorcalibrated faces on 1 (low) to 7 (high) scales.
Simple Correlation Analyses
Ratings of original versions were positively
correlated with those of shape-only versions
(male faces: r = .73; female faces: r = .36) and
surface-only versions (male faces: r = .58;
female faces: r = .50). Steiger’s tests➎ showed
that these correlations did not differ significantly
for male (p = .18) or female (p = .44) faces.

Multiple Regression Analyses
Separate regression analyses were conducted
for male and female faces, with dominance
ratings of the original versions as the
dependent variable and dominance ratings of
the shape-only and surface-only versions
entered simultaneously as predictors.
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Shape and surface information independently predicted dominance ratings of both male and female
faces. Moreover, the correlations between ratings of original and shape-only versions did not differ
significantly from the correlations between ratings of original and surface-only versions. Results
underline the importance of considering both types of information in facial dominance research.
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